
Happiness is to do something with struggle, hard work and accomplishment.

While visiting a construction site at Sangli, where most of the work
performed by graduates of Hunnar Gurukul today to see the team’s work,
we witnessed the joy and confidence of the former student Mahesh, who
has been building beautiful brick structures for one and a half year with
other students of Hunnar Gurukul, which is designed by Architect Praveen
Mali. Under his guidance, Mahesh & other students' work has transformed to
achieve fineness and perfection. He believes that artisans are equal partners
in this design and research exercise.  

Hunnar Gurukul is committed to create the artisans in the masonry &
carpentry trade. Those young artisans from Hunnar Gurukul have a potential
to work with traditional technology and adapt them into a contemporary
form.

At present, all schools are closed for uncertain period. Schools operations are
mostly conducted using online facility. The main motive behind this Shibir is
to create and sustain an environment of learning for the students away from
schools using home based activities. That’s why, Udaan shibir came up as an
event based on activities.

The prominent objective of the Shibir was to nudge the creative side of
students and help them to realize the joy in learning. We witness students
using the learnt skills and applying it in the activity. They were successful in
intermingling the Multiple Skill Foundation course learnings with solving
problems from daily lives.

We were excited to seek the response from students and this ‘Shibir’
became popular among students. They actively involved in the process,
asked queries to concerned instructors and sent beautiful, creative models
based on their own ideas. We can say that, the objectives of ‘Udaan Shibir’
are fulfilled.
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In making of Entrepreneurs



Hunnar Gurukul’s masonry course always strives to
find methods to create eco-friendly construction
techniques. Students from the course learnt the mud
plaster technique this month.
 
Sand, cow dung, hays of grass and mud mixture was
layered twice on the wall. This helps to cool the air
inside and supports the environment conservation as
well. This can be termed as ‘cost effective’
construction. Students also learnt to make adobe
bricks. using molds. Such skills will surely help the
students to be in demand in the industry and they
will create eco-friendly establishments too.

During the visit of Mrs. Aarti Kirloskar, Trustee,
Kirloskar Foundation (February,2021), she loved the
environment friendly approach of Hunnar Gurukul.
She could resonate this with the Vasundhara Festival
of Kirloskar Foundation.
 
We are thankful Mrs. Aarti decided to avail an
opportunity to craft such antique Doors, windows for
their farm house that resembles the ‘rural culture’ of
Maharashtra. Instructors, students from the Carpentry
department took efforts for this crafting. This work
will definitely boost their confidence in crafting such
work in future.

Mr. Swapnil Chavan visited the workshop of Hunnar
Gurukul to understand the method of skill education. 
Swapnil Chavan started his journey as an Engineer
who chose to be a ‘young entrepreneur’. He designs
beautiful artefacts made up of waste wooden pieces
and sells them across the country.

He was satisfied with the work and offered job
opportunity for 2 of them. Today, both students are
learning valuable lessons under his leadership in
Ashmkirti Industry. 

Mr. Satywan Shrikhande and Mr. Prashant Bandare,
artisans from class of 2019-20 joined at Ashmkirti
Industry. Both have experience of working on joint
work and practical from the workshops at Hunnar
Gurukul. The learning from Hunnar Gurukul will
definitely help them at Ashmkirti. We wish both of
them best luck for their upcoming work.

Antique Door creation at Hunnar Gurukul

ADOBE Making Practical
Team Hunnar Gurukul expresses the gratitude
towards Mrs. Aarti Kirloskar and Kirloskar Foundation
for the faith they showed us by giving this
opportunity. 
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Team at Hunnar Gurukul
always strives to reach out to
more and more needy
students. Advertising about
the Project and its benefits in
supplements/classifieds is
one effective ways. For a
better reach out, we informed
Mr. Deepak Bhandare -
editor, ‘Only knowledge’,
Solapur - about the project.

He published a news article in ‘Only Knowledge’
highlighting the usefulness of the project for young
and needy youngsters. He assured that, the
information and benefits of the project will surely
reach the young readers of Solapur area.

Project Hunnar Gurukul
advertised in Newpaper

Graduate Artisans Joined Ashmkirti Industry



Sessions were stopped, but not the learning. Team
Ugam and Skills on Wheels came up with
innovative ideas to engage the students using
what's app groups. This year, 75% of school
sessions were conducted online. Our team pushed
themselves to demonstrate these practical during
the unlock period. (Jan–Mar 2021).

As the second wave of Covid-19 grappled over the
entire state in April 2021, team Skills On Wheels and
Ugam shifted online with instructors taking virtual
sessions. We started 9th class 
 
We send a link to the school whats app group where
students get access to the 4 subject sessions every
day. All queries related to the activities are being
resolved by the instructors.   

The Online Learning Phase of project UGAM
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Green Application of Agriculture Course at
Home

New approach of Examination at Multi Skill
Foundation Course

After a few days, some schools decided to halt the
online sessions. Also student response gradually
declined as the state government decided not to
conduct exams for 9th standard students. Present
situation purely demands the online learning to be
adapted by the students; but various constraints
make it difficult to function the learning via this
medium. Team members from all projects are
connected with the students and support them
emotionally as well. 

This is a practical application of applied knowledge
by Ms. Sanika Patil, a student from Shri. Mahalaxmi
High School, Deshing. The garbage around the area
was used to fill up the pot. The Multi Skill
Foundation Course is designed in such a way that
its practical application is possible for the learners.
This pot is the best example that showcases the
success of this course.

Project Ugam and Skills on Wheels

After the second wave and second phase of the
lockdown, our team designed a Question set
based on the revision during unlock. Question
sets were distributed using School wise what's
app groups twice a week. We are happy to share
the news that students showed immense
response to this test. Students did practical things
like Dhokala making and mulching using available
resources at home. 



In lockdown period, Team Ugam and Skills on wheels is
trying to continue the learning by engaging with the
students in various way. The brainstorm of all members
from Cause to Connect Foundation resulted in 'Udaan
Shibir'.

This educational year was a delivered the lessons to
students on both offline and online platforms. Team
Ugam was constantly engaged with students to
conduct various curriculum activities using Google
meet and Zoom facility in lockdown phase. Both
instructors and students are comfortable with the
online learning system now. This comfort helped
Udaan shibir to conduct this event with ease.
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Udaan Shibir : A Festival of Innovation

Udaan Shibir

115
Students from 4 Schools were
participated in Udaan Shibir at first
phase.

Team Ugam planned to run the shibir in three phases
during 23 May and 13 June, 2021. Total 12 schools
will participate in the Shibir. Students were asked to
choose the activity around the subjects taught in the
Multi Skill Foundation Course. In first phase students
from 4 schools presented their activities using School
What's app groups. Three beset activities were
selected from each class (class 8 and 9) of a school. 

School administration played a pivotal role in
conducting the Shibir. They welcomed this idea and
supported the process by helping to transfer the
student activity photos and videos using What's app
group. Also the school staff connected the instructors
with students on the phone for further support. All
pervious online sessions were possible due to the
support from the school administration as well. 

Principals from all schools liked the idea of 'Udaan
Shibir' very much. We express our gratitude to all
administration for their cooperation for Project Ugam
and Skills on Wheels throughout the year.

As human beings, we are born creative, some of us  are
very innovative in nature. But we need an external
push to think, process the information and progress in
a certain direction to create what we want. Education
sector and especially the schools systems are
torchbearers in creating such space for the students.
This new initiative tickled this thought and came out as
a tool for holistic development of adolescents.



Pradnya Mukund Kumbhar. 

A student from Budhgaon Highschool.

Pradnya enrolled in MSFC (Multi Skill Foundation
Course) three years ago through her school. She
was among few students who were enrolled in
early batches of this course. The subjects like
agriculture and techniques, Food processing,
Engineering and Energy-Environment were
exciting enough to attract the students. The
hands-on experience was a prominent feature in
making this course popular among students.

Pradnya was more interested in Food processing
and technique course. She even started
practicing the recipes that were taught in the
session. A good hold over making cuisines like
Groundnut Chikki, Tomato sauce, Dhokala
boosted her confidence to next level. Her
parents too supported her learnings and gave her
freedom to experiment.

During the covid-19 pandemic, she started
making chikkis in bulk and shared it among
neighbors. They loved the taste of Chikkis and  it
boosted her confidence to the next level. Her
mother also realized her skill during this time. 

One day, when she went to the nearby store to
purchase something. The shopkeeper uncle heard
about her homemade chikkis and asked her if she
could give some bites to taste. She happily
handed over some pieces of Chikkis. He loved
chikki and asked curiously, “Where did you learn
to make this?” She told the course from school to
make this from Instructors. He immediately gave
her the order of 6 kilo Chikki. This was an
unexpected opportunity to her. She happily
agreed and delivered this order. Her labor got
fame and now she receives numerous orders
from nearby households. 

Her mother is very proud of her achievements.
As she says, ‘Even, it is impossible to make her
expert in making Chikkis’. The secret of her
famour Chikkis are the quantity and mixture she
maintained which increase the quality. She gives
all credit of her success to the instructors at the
Multi Skill Foundation Course. Her younger
brother is being trained under her guidance now.

Now she sees her future in her hobby. 
We are proud of her.
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"The Chikki making gives me joy and
enough profit that will help me in

pursuing further education !"
Pradnya Kumbhar, Student, Project Ugam .



Shreya Ajinkya Yevale. 
A student from Nav Krishna Valley English Medium
School. 

During the multi skill foundation course, instructors
always found her very active with an innovative mind.
Three years ago, she joined the course in 8th standard.
This was the first batch that was going through this
course at school. All students were very excited and
curious to know when they visited the classroom with
tools and machinery. As our school system is mostly
focused on theory and written exams, the ‘learning by
doing’ was a maiden experience for them.

Shreya loved the sessions. She used to experiment in
her kitchen. “I always used to wait for skill course
sessions as every time, we used to learn something
new, excited”, she told us. Her interest was more tilted
towards Agriculture technique and Food processing
subjects. She developed her own small backyard garden
at her home and planted vegetables like coriander. As
the course proceeded, she started cooking the cuisines
like making chutney, baking cake etc. She mastered in
designing the label which opened the new doors of
opportunity in future. All instructors supported her and
resolved her queries during the course which boosted
her confidence in cooking various cuisines.

Shreya’s parents run a dairy and sell dairy products. She
used this platform beautifully to launch her handmade
Chutneys and Cake. She took special efforts to brand it
with attractive labelling which helped her to gain the
early customers. As the demand increased, she
launched all types of chutneys. Her mother’s
professional cake baking knowledge became an
additional advantage to offer a variety of cakes at the
shop. At present, she bakes 20 to 25 cakes every
month.

As Shreya emphasizes on the point that, ‘making quality
products is never enough, but support of branding only
gives the product justice.’ Her marketing wisdom will
surely show her business future bright.

Multi Skill Foundation Course not only imbibes the
employability skills in students, but shows them to
commercialize to the fullest. These subject courses are
literally giving wings of knowledge and creating a
skilled youth for our nation.
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"The Cake baking business shaped
my thinking as an entrepreneur
which will help me in future !"

Shreya Yevale, Student, Project Ugam .


